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In recent years, as the warming of religious activities in the society, the 
interaction between literature and religion becomes more frequent. However, when 
people do researches about relationship between literature and religion, they inclined 
to see religions as cultural backgrounds of literature creation only, and this makes 
such researches become simplified. Actually, there are various possibilities about the 
interactions between literature and religion, e.g. besides offering thoughts, ideas and 
resources of significance to literature, religions help rich literature styles, themes and 
languages; and influence literature in literature reception and literature 
communication and some other aspects. Meanwhile, literature may make a positive 
difference recessively or dominantly in religion-spreading, gain of religious 
experience and converting of the converts. Moreover, both literature and religions 
change with the development of the society, nowadays, with the globalization and 
rapid development of science, cyber religions and cyber literature bring a special 
combination of literature and religion. 
Based on the previous symptoms, this thesis sites the most representative religion 
writers of the contemporary era in China to analyze the multidimensional interaction 
between literature and religions from aspects of literature creation, literature 
communication and literature reception, etc. in the post-new period, and the 
advantages and disadvantages brought by the interaction. 
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